I. INTRODUCTION

Listening to continuous speech is easy in the native language and often difficult in a foreign language, and one of the reasons for this is that segmenting a continuous-speech stream into its component words encourages language-specific solutions. Among the sources of information which can help locate word boundaries are phonotactic sequencing constraints (e.g., sequence /mg/ cannot be syllable-internal, but must contain a boundary, as in some good). Listeners make use of such constraints to segment speech (McQueen, 1998). In Finnish, which has word-level vowel harmony, two successive syllables containing vowels from different harmony classes must belong to different words; listeners make use of this knowledge in segmentation too (Suomi et al., 1997; Vroomen et al., 1998). English and Dutch are languages with variable lexical stress, but in both languages there is a strong statistical tendency for stress to fall word-initially; this too is effectively exploited by listeners in these languages (Cutler and Norris, 1988; Vroomen et al., 1998).

Each of these factors is clearly language-specific. Stress placement is not a relevant factor for the many languages without stress, vowel harmony match is irrelevant in languages without vowel harmony, and though some phoneme sequence constraints (e.g., /mg/) hold across languages, many are language-specific. Sequences that cannot be syllable-internal in English (and hence must contain a boundary) may occur syllable-internally in other languages (e.g., /kv/ in German, /mr/ in Czech), and acceptable syllable-internal sequences in English may force a boundary in other languages (e.g., /Ad/ as in cold, build would contain a boundary in German or Dutch or other languages with obligatory syllable-final obstruent devoicing). Thus the ease with which listeners segment continuous speech in their native language is in part based on efficient exploitation of the probabilities specific to that language.

Conversely, the difficulty of segmenting speech in a non-native language is in part based on unfamiliarity with that language’s probabilities, and, worse, application of segmentation procedures encouraged by the native language to input for which they are inappropriate. Highly proficient German listeners to English draw on German phonotactic constraints in segmenting English (Weber and Cutler, 2006). French listeners, who can use a syllable-based segmentation procedure effectively with their native language, apply the same procedure to input in English (Cutler et al., 1986) and in Japanese (Otak et al., 1993), although syllabic segmentation is not used by native speakers of either of these languages. Likewise, Japanese listeners, whose native language encourages a mora-based segmentation procedure, also apply
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that procedure to input in English (Cutler and Otake, 1994) and in French (Otak et al., 1996), although, again, native speakers of neither language do this.

The studies showing that listeners make use of language-specific probabilities in speech segmentation have mostly used the word-spotting task (McQueen, 1998; van der Lugt, 2001; Vroomen et al., 1998; Weber and Cutler, 2006). But with word-spotting, which exploits knowledge of a vocabulary, the same input cannot be presented to different language groups. This can however be achieved with artificial-language learning (ALL) techniques. In ALL studies, listeners are typically exposed for minutes on end to a continuous stream of speech made up of novel words, and reject kutibu, dogola, and any other sequence which only occurred through juxtaposition of recurring items.

Listeners can perform this task using only the information in the transitional probability between syllables of the input (Saffran et al., 1996b), and the resulting learning has been shown to generalize beyond the exposure materials (Mirman et al., 2008). If the exposure materials contain useful phonetic cues, such as tiny pauses between the constituent items (Toro et al., 2008), prosodic contours grouping the syllables into words (Vroomen et al., 1998), or vowel harmony within words (Vroomen et al., 1998, for Finnish listeners), then listeners can use these cues too. The ALL task has the further advantage that it can be used with populations without a lexicon, such as prelinguistic infants, where it has yielded valuable insights into the statistical learning capacities of young language learners (Saffran et al., 1996a; Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001; Thiessen and Saffran, 2003).

This independence of lexical knowledge makes ALL studies also suitable for direct comparisons across languages. If the component items are made up of phonemes with a high cross-language frequency of occurrence, the input can be virtually language-neutral. Although ALL research has been a real growth area in recent years, and, in particular, many infant/adult comparisons have been undertaken, the primary focus has been the use of syllable-to-syllable transitional probability (TP) rather than of the language-specific information (phonotactic constraints, rhythmic structure), which, as described above, has been shown to characterize speech segmentation by adult listeners. Presumably in consequence of this, there have been remarkably few direct cross-language comparisons with ALL techniques.

This is somewhat surprising given that ALL techniques allow manipulation of segmentation cues. Vroomen et al. (1998) accompanied their word-spotting study on Finnish with an ALL study involving Finnish, French, and Dutch listeners, in which they manipulated two cues: vowel harmony and a cue they called stress that was realized as a fundamental frequency (f0) contour rising across the first syllable of a trisyllabic item, and then gradually decreasing to a baseline across the second and third syllables. They found differences in the use of these two cues across the three groups: Finnish listeners made use of the vowel harmony cue while the other two groups did not, and Finnish and Dutch listeners used the “stress” cue while French listeners did not. Both patterns were in agreement with the phonological facts: Finnish has vowel harmony while the other languages do not, and Finnish is a fixed stress language, Dutch is a free stress language, while French is not a stress language.

The currently available results suggest that listeners can use any segmentation cue of which they have had experience in their native language, from the universally computable cue of TP through any aspect of language-particular structure, but that they may not make use of cues with which they are unfamiliar. However, many more dimensions of this account remain to be explored. In infancy, for instance, there is evidence that TP allows discovery of the language-specific cues that will be most effective for acquiring the native vocabulary, after which the language-specific cues are used in preference to TP (Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001; Johnson and Seidl, 2009; Thiessen and Saffran, 2003). For adults, we have as yet little information about the relative strength of alternative cues; we do not know whether TP is the only type of information that is universally computable while all other cues are language-specific, or whether there are also cues which will prove to be universal; finally, we do not know whether a given cue is used in same way by all listeners who make use of it.

A prediction may easily be made concerning a candidate for a universal non-TP cue: final lengthening. It has been known for at least a century that regular sounds varying in duration tend to be heard as forming iambic sequences, that is, with the longer elements in final position (Woodrow, 1909). For linguistics, Hayes (1995) formulated the iambic/trochaic law, whereby intensity contrast produces trochaic grouping while durational contrast produces iambic grouping. Bolinger (1978) claimed that there are just two prosodic universals: the signaling of prominence and the signaling of juncture, and for the latter, Vaissière (1983) in a cross-language survey proposed that pre-boundary final lengthening is linguistically universal. Testing the iambic/trochaic law in an experiment with speech (synthetic CV syllables separated by 200 ms silent intervals) and nonspeech (square waves, similarly spaced) stimuli, Hay and Diehl (2007) found that both English- and French-speaking listeners preferred to group durationally varying sequences so as to produce an iambic rhythm. Saffran et al. (1996b), in the only cross-position preference ALL study with adult listeners, found that English speakers benefited from final lengthening over and above TP information, but not from initial lengthening.

A prediction may also be made concerning relative sensitivity to cues. Recent evidence from English and Dutch has revealed subtle differences in the use of the acoustic correlates of lexical stress. These two closely related languages both have variable lexical stress, and the phonological determinants of Dutch and English stress placement are virtually identical (van der Hulst, 1999). However, unstressed syllables show vowel reduction far more often in English than in Dutch; as a result of this, lexico-statistical analyses reveal
that vowel quality suffices to effect distinctions between words to a greater extent in English than in Dutch, and taking suprasegmental cues to stress into account in speech recognition yields a more substantial payoff in Dutch than in English (Cutler and Pasveer, 2006). For example, cigarette and cigar have different vowels in the first syllable in most dialects of English, while the cognate words in Dutch have the same vowel; and the words octopus and October exist in both languages, but begin to differ segmentally on the fourth phoneme in English (the second vowel in English octopus is reduced), but only on the fifth phoneme in Dutch. Although suprasegmental cues distinguish different levels of stress in both languages, making use of these cues (in ci- or in octo-, in these examples) thus pays off more for distinguishing words in Dutch. Listeners act in accord with this, showing stronger effects of suprasegmental mismatch in word recognition in Dutch (Donselaar et al., 2005) than in English (Cooper et al., 2002). Indeed, in judging the source of English syllables differing only in stress level (e.g., museum vs music), Dutch listeners outperformed native English listeners (Cooper et al., 2002), and although there were significant acoustic differences between members of these syllable pairs on all suprasegmental dimensions affected by stress, the responses of the Dutch listeners were more closely correlated with the acoustic variation than were those of the native listeners (Cutler et al., 2007). English listeners’ judgments of English stress are principally determined by vowel quality rather than by any suprasegmental cue (Fear et al., 1995), whereas Dutch listeners’ judgments of stress in the same English stimuli are more fine-grained and make better use of the suprasegmental cues (Cutler, 2009), as indeed do their stress judgments in their native language (Sluijter et al., 1997). It is thus reasonable to predict that suprasegmental cues may be better exploited by Dutch than by English listeners in ALL tasks too.

In the present ALL study we use the cues most often manipulated in the one-language studies: lengthening and pitch movement. Both are suprasegmental cues familiar to all our listeners. As noted above, lengthening is associated universally with iambic structures; it is a cue to a right-edge boundary. Pitch movement is principally associated with the expression of prominence, but it exhibits no positional restrictions. We use the two cues orthogonally in right- and left-edge positions, and contrast them with no separate cue; the TP structure in all the materials is otherwise identical.

We present these stimuli to listeners from three languages: English, French, and Dutch. This comparison allows us first to examine the effects on segmentation performance of cross-language differences in preferred prosodic structure. French has more right-edge (iambic) and English and Dutch more left-edge (trochaic) boundary phenomena. In general, we therefore predict that French listeners will show greater sensitivity to cues in item-final position while English and Dutch listeners will show greater sensitivity to cues in item-initial position. Further, French has no stress while both English and Dutch have stress, and in both the latter languages stress differences have acoustic reflections in pitch movement and in duration, whereby in both, stress affects f0 more strongly than it affects duration. If the universal status of the durational cue prevails over its language-specific realizations, then a final lengthening cue would prove useful to all listeners, and to a greater extent than an initial lengthening cue (or no cue other than TP information). Initial lengthening, if it is useful as a cue, may, however, prove useful to English and Dutch listeners to a greater extent than to French listeners.

The cross-language comparison also allows us to examine the relative sensitivity of English and Dutch listeners to the cues we are manipulating, both of which are suprasegmental in nature. As described above, Dutch listeners have been shown to display greater sensitivity to suprasegmental cues to stress in their own language than English listeners do in theirs and also to be more sensitive than English listeners to the suprasegmental cues to stress which English offers. We predict that if differences appear in how the cues are used by these two listener groups with prosodically highly similar native phonologies, then the differences will be in the direction of greater exploitation of the cues we provide by the Dutch listeners than by the English.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: VOWEL LENGTHENING CUES

A. Method

1. Participants

In each of the three language groups, 24 participants were randomly assigned to each cue condition (TP-only, left-edge cue, and right-edge cue; n=24×9=216). French participants were psychology students at the Université de Bourgogne, Dijon, France. All had acquired French from birth, with the exception of one participant in the TP-only condition who acquired French at the age of 3 (Arabic first language [L1]), and all but eight participants had learned some English at school. Around half of the participants had also learned Spanish. The three conditions (TP-only, left-edge cue, right-edge cue) were matched as closely as possible: each condition contained 21 female participants, and the mean ages were, respectively, 19.25 (s.e.m. 0.34), 18.92 (s.e.m. 0.21), and 19.33 (s.e.m. 0.34) years. Dutch participants were recruited from the participant panel at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and were university students from a variety of academic disciplines. All were native speakers of Dutch, all had learned English at school; the majority had also learned German, and two-thirds had learned French. In the three conditions, there were, respectively, 18, 18, and 19 females, and the mean ages were 21.83 (s.e.m. 0.60), 22.04 (s.e.m. 0.56), and 21.00 (s.e.m. 0.45) years. The English speakers were first-year psychology students at the University of Western Sydney, Australia. All were native speakers of English, and there was no systematic pattern of exposure to other languages in the sample. In the three conditions there were, respectively, 19, 21, and 22 females, and the mean ages were 23.17 (s.e.m. 1.13), 24.42 (s.e.m. 1.77), and 21.13 (s.e.m. 0.88) years.

2. Stimulus materials

The artificial language consisted of the concatenation of nine words. In ALL studies the words usually have an equal
number of syllables (e.g., three: Saffran et al., 1996b; Vroomen et al., 1998). However, if that were the case here, the isochronous rhythm created by the addition of a vowel lengthening cue could improve participants’ performance over and above any influence of the cue itself. The words of the language used here therefore varied in length—six trisyllabic words and three words of four syllables. The 30 consonant-vowel syllables were constructed by exhaustively combining six consonants and five vowels that occur in the phoneme inventories of French, Dutch, and English: /p, b, m, f, s, k/, and /a, i, e, æ, u/.

There is always the possibility that listeners may come to an ALL task with biases that influence word-boundary detection during the exposure phase (Reber and Perruchet, 2003). For example, certain syllables, consonants, or vowels may occur with a higher probability at word boundaries in the listener’s native language, and combinations of syllables in the artificial language may resemble real words. To counteract such effects, we randomly allocated the 30 syllables to words, without repetition, such that the nine words of the artificial language were composed of a different unique combination of syllables for each of the 24 participants in any given condition. For each combination, TP-only, left-edge-cue, and right-edge-cue versions were created; thus each combination was presented to one participant per condition, and the conditions were balanced for variation across syllable combinations.

The 24×3 languages were generated using the MBROLA diphone synthesizer (Dutoit et al., 1996). Each consonant and vowel was assigned a base length of 116 ms, resulting in a syllable length of 232 ms (following Peña et al., 2002). As a partial control for effects of phonetic differences between realizations of the vowels and consonants across the three languages, and effects of native-language experience, half of the participants in each language group heard a language synthesized with a male French voice (MBROLA’s fr1 diphone database) and the other half a male Dutch voice (the nl2 diphone database). There is currently no Australian English diphone database for MBROLA. Note that each phoneme was coarticulated with the following phoneme, regardless of its position in the word.

The f0 was set to a monotone 120 Hz in all three cue conditions, and in the cued conditions the vowel in either the first syllable (left-edge cue) or last syllable (right-edge cue) of each statistical word was lengthened by 60 ms. The initial exposure lasted for a total of 11–12 min., depending on the condition, and was divided into five blocks of equal length to help maintain participants’ attention. A 5-s fade-in and fade-out was applied to each block so that participants would not have access to word-boundary cues from the beginning and end of the sequence. The words were presented 19 times per block and in random order, with the sole constraint that a given word could not follow itself.

The test phase included 27 pairs of items. One member of each pair was a word from the language and the other was a part-word, that is, a sequence of syllables that occurred in the stream but crossed a word boundary. For half of the participants, the part-words were formed from the last two (or three) syllables of a word and the first syllable of another, and for the other half they were formed from the last syllable of a word and the first two (or three) syllables of another. All nine words of the language were used in the test phase, along with nine part-words. Each word was paired with three part-words and each part-word was paired with three words to counteract learning during the test phase. All items in the test phase were presented with the vowel lengthening cue corresponding to the stimulus condition (either TP only, left- or right-edge), following Vroomen et al. (1998). The words and part-words were separated by an interstimulus interval of 500 ms. The order of words and part-words in the item pairs was counterbalanced, and the item pairs were presented in random order. The five exposure blocks and 27 pairs of test items were presented over headphones using a computer.

3. Procedure

Participants were tested in groups of one, two, or three, each seated in front of a different computer. Verbal instructions were given by the first author, who interacted with the French participants in French and with the Dutch and Australian participants in English. To ensure that all of the directions were understood, written instructions were also provided in the participant’s native language.

Participants were instructed that they would hear an artificial language, consisting of a sequence of syllables with no pauses; they were asked to pay attention to the exposure stream without reflecting too much on what they were hearing, or trying to guess the purpose of the experiment. If they felt their attention start to wander they were to try to focus again on the task. Participants were made aware that there would be a test phase after the exposure phase.

Before the test phase, the participants were told that the artificial language consisted of nonsense strings that the experimenter had designated to be the words of the language. The purpose of the test phase was to find out if they had learned anything about those words during exposure. It was stressed that they would not be real words in the participant’s native language, and that any resemblance to known words would be coincidental. Participants listened to each pair of a word and a part-word and indicated, by pressing the keys “1” or “2,” whether the word of the language was the first or second member of the pair. They were told to guess if unsure.

B. Results and discussion

Percent correct scores were calculated for each participant, and then each group’s mean score was derived from these values. The mean percent correct responses for each language group in each of the three cue conditions are presented in Fig. 1, and the exact values and standard errors of the mean are presented in Table 1. An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests unless otherwise specified.

Before assessing whether word segmentation improved in the edge cue conditions, relative to TP-only, it is necessary first to test whether participants segmented the artificial language in the TP-only condition. If participants did not segment the artificial speech stream, then their performance on the two-alternative forced-choice test would not be greater
than chance (50%). For reference, the left-edge and right-edge cue conditions were also analyzed. Results of one-sample t-tests against a chance score of 50% are shown in Table I. Participants from each language group performed above chance in the TP-only and right-edge-cue conditions, but none of the language groups performed above chance in the left-edge-cue condition.

Having established that the artificial language can be segmented on the basis of TP cues only, our second analysis used planned contrasts to test whether segmentation was affected by cue (i.e., left-edge or right-edge vowel lengthening) and whether that varied according to the listener’s native-language background. The left-edge difference and the right-edge difference contrasts compared the baseline TP-only condition with the left-edge and right-edge cue conditions, respectively. As these contrasts are not orthogonal, a Bonferroni correction was applied to the analysis (see Betz and Levin, 1982). Two additional planned contrasts assessed the influence of the listener’s native language on learning. To test for effects of native-language prosodic preferences, the language type contrast compared the scores of French listeners (iambic, no-stress) with the combined scores of Dutch and English listeners (trochaic, with stress). The stress language prosodic sensitivity contrast compared scores of Dutch and English listeners only, to test performance of listeners who are more sensitive to suprasegmental information (i.e., Dutch) versus those who are less sensitive (i.e., English). Four interaction contrasts were also calculated to test for differential effects of cue location as a function of language background.

The results of the planned contrast analysis are shown in Table II. The only significant contrast was right-edge difference, with participants’ scores being significantly higher in the right-edge than TP-only condition. Although performance in the left-edge condition dropped to chance level, the score was not significantly lower than the TP-only condition. None of the interaction contrasts was significant.

Experiment 1 showed, therefore, that all participants, regardless of language background, benefited from vowel lengthening if and only if it was a right-edge cue. Cross-language differences in preferred prosodic structure had no effect. This is consistent with a universal status for final lengthening as a boundary cue.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: PITCH-MOVEMENT CUES

A. Method

1. Participants

Another 216 participants, 72 from each of the same populations as for Experiment 1, took part in Experiment 2; again 24 were randomly assigned to each cue condition. All French participants had acquired French from birth, with the exception of one participant in the TP-only condition (L1: Mauritian creole), and two in the right-edge-cue condition (L1: Mandinka, Portuguese) who all acquired French in early childhood. All had also learned some English at school, around half had learned Spanish, and around one-third had learned German. In the TP-only, left-edge-cue and right-edge-cue conditions, respectively, there were 20, 18, and 18 females, and the mean ages were 20.82 (s.e.m. 0.76), 21.17 (s.e.m. 1.71), and 20.33 (s.e.m. 0.50) years. Dutch participants were native speakers of Dutch, had learned English at school, and had also been exposed to some French at school. In the three conditions, there were, respectively, 19, 19, and 20 females, and the mean ages were 20.63 (s.e.m. 0.49), 20.13 (s.e.m. 0.39), and 20.59 (s.e.m. 0.65) years. The English participants were again all native speakers of that language; 12 had taken some French at school. In the three conditions there were, respectively, 16, 18, and 20 females, and the mean ages were 20.29 (s.e.m. 1.11), 20.04 (s.e.m. 0.95), and 20.96 (s.e.m. 1.26) years.

2. Stimuli and procedure

The artificial languages used in this experiment had the same structure, and were constructed in the same manner as those used in Experiment 1, with the exception of the fundamental frequency characteristics and the vowel length. Syllable duration was that of the TP-only condition in Experiment 1 (232 ms). The f0 was set to a monotone 120 Hz for all syllables in the TP-only condition, while in the cued con-

### TABLE I. Mean percent correct scores, standard error of the mean, and t(23) values from a one-sample t-test against chance (50%) for Experiment 1 (vowel-lengthening cues). Values marked with an asterisk were significant at the 0.05 level.

| Native Language | TP-only | | Left-edge cue | | Right-edge cue | |
|-----------------|----------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | M        | s.e.m           | t(23)           | M              | s.e.m           | t(23)           | M              | s.e.m           | t(23)           |
| French          | 56.79    | 2.76            | 2.46*           | 51.23          | 2.78            | 0.44            | 67.13          | 3.39            | 5.05*           |
| Dutch           | 59.57    | 1.84            | 5.21*           | 53.70          | 2.60            | 1.42            | 66.67          | 2.63            | 6.34*           |
| English         | 54.48    | 2.06            | 2.17*           | 53.24          | 1.64            | 1.98            | 71.60          | 3.11            | 6.95*           |
TABLE II. Planned contrast analysis for Experiment 1 (vowel-lengthening cues). Contrast values are percent mean difference scores, and asterisks indicate significance with Bonferroni adjustment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>F(1,207)</th>
<th>Contrast value</th>
<th>s.e.m.</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language type</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>−2.65</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic sensitivity</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>−4.99</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-edge difference</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>−4.22</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>−9.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-edge difference</td>
<td>29.62*</td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>16.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language type × left-edge difference</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>−2.01</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>−13.32</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language type × right-edge difference</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>−1.78</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>−13.09</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic sensitivity × left-edge difference</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>−4.63</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>−17.70</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic sensitivity × right-edge difference</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>−10.03</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>−23.10</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Results and discussion

Mean percent correct responses for each language group in each of the three conditions of Experiment 2 are displayed in Fig. 2, and the exact values and standard errors of the mean are listed in Table III. As can be seen, all participants performed above chance in the TP-only condition. The pattern of learning across conditions was similar to Experiment 1 for French listeners, but a different pattern emerged here for Dutch and English listeners. Dutch listeners performed above chance in all conditions, whereas English listeners performed above chance in all but the right-edge-cue condition.

Planned contrasts were applied to the data as in Experiment 1, and the results are shown in Table IV. As in Experiment 1, the significant right-edge difference contrast shows that, across the three listener groups, participants scored higher in the right-edge condition than the TP-only condition. (That is, the magnitude of the difference for French and Dutch listeners combined was sufficient to compensate for the English listeners’ chance performance in the right-edge condition.) The significant Language type × left-edge difference interaction contrast shows that stress-language listeners (Dutch and English) benefited from the left-edge cue more than the French listeners. The prosodic sensitivity × right-edge difference contrast qualifies the significant overall right-edge difference by showing that Dutch listeners benefited more from the right-edge cue than English listeners. These analyses confirm the pattern of results seen in Fig. 2—French listeners benefit from right-edge cues only, Dutch listeners benefit from both left- and right-edge cues, whereas English listeners benefit from left-edge cues only.

Experiment 2 has thus shown that pitch-movement cues to segmentation produce different results with listeners from different languages. In contrast to the universally consistent pattern revealed for vowel lengthening cues in Experiment 1, sensitivity to pitch-movement cues to segmentation is dependent on language-specific factors: preferred prosodic structure and patterns of stress realization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

ALL as a tool for investigating speech segmentation reveals both universal similarities and cross-linguistic differences. Consistent with our predictions, based on the linguistic literature and one prior result with English-speaking listeners, lengthening realized in final position proved a powerful cue, significantly improving the segmentation performance of listeners from all language backgrounds we tested. Also consistent with our predictions, based on the cross-language differences in prosodic structure, listeners whose languages exhibit a preference for trochaic stress benefited more from a left-edge pitch cue, while listeners whose language displays preferred iambic prominence benefited more from the same cue realized in right-edge position. Finally, our prediction concerning the two highly similar stress languages, Dutch and English, was also supported: Dutch listeners exploited the presence of a pitch cue to a greater extent than English listeners did.

Thus exactly the same artificial-language input can be parsed differently if experience with the native language encourages attention to different cues in the input. Even when languages encourage use of the same cue in the same position, this does not entail that the way in which the cue is used is also the same; it too can differ. However, there are also cues that appear to be used in the same way across prosodically different languages.

Vowel lengthening is a powerful segmentation cue if it is associated with the right edge of structural components. The
widespread use of final-element lengthening suggests that it does not derive solely from linguistic structure but is more general in application (consider that lengthening of units in final position is also observed in music: Lindblom, 1978; Palmer, 1997). Hay and Diehl (2007) interpreted their finding of similar grouping preferences in speakers of French and English as supporting an explanation of the iambic/trochaic law in terms of general auditory mechanisms rather than linguistically based regularities. Our present findings are fully consistent with a general explanation of this nature.

Both the studies of Hay and Diehl (2007) and of Thiessen and Saffran (2003) were apparently conceived in the expectation that English listeners might prefer, or be more sensitive to, left-edge lengthening rather than right-edge lengthening. In both cases the authors cited the results showing that English listeners use stress in segmentation, combined with the fact that lengthening is a correlate of English stress. However, stress in English is multiply determined (see Cutler, 2005, for a review); there are suprasegmental cues in f0, duration, and amplitude, but stress placement is most highly correlated with segmental structure: syllable weight and vowel quality. Furthermore, the literature clearly shows that for lexical-level segmentation, English listeners mainly rely on the segmental information. Both in natural listening and in the laboratory, their preferred segmentation strategy is to postulate a word boundary at the onset of any strong syllable, that is, any syllable containing a full vowel (Cutler and Butterfield, 1992; Cutler and Norris, 1988). This heuristic pays off very effectively in segmenting typical English speech (Cutler and Carter, 1987), and has correctly accounted for the findings on segmentation of English when it is incorporated into computational models of word recognition in continuous speech (Norris et al., 1997; Norris and McQueen, 2008). The literature also shows that English listeners make less use of suprasegmental cues for lexical processing than the acoustic structure of speech supports (Fear et al., 1995; Cooper et al., 2002), although the use of durational cues for syntactic processing is robust (Scott, 1982). Thus the previous findings and our current findings are fully consistent.

Lexical segmentation in normal speech recognition operates as efficiently and as rapidly as listeners can manage. Current models of spoken-word recognition (e.g., Norris and McQueen, 2008) assume that listeners evaluate multiple lexical hypotheses concurrently, and, in fact, this process itself parses continuous input into a sequence of words; nevertheless, listeners exploit the further cues to segmentation which speech signals provide, at many different levels, as ample empirical evidence attests (Mattys et al., 2005). Explicit segmentation using cues in the signal, and segmentation arising from concurrent evaluation of word hypotheses, can moreover be shown to be distinct processes. Cutler and Butterfield (1992) analyzed a corpus of errors of segmentation in English, in which the predicted effect of vowel quality was found: a syllable was more likely to be erroneously interpreted as word-initial if it contained a full vowel. Effects of lexical structure on segmentation, however, were not observed; thus syllables were not more often taken as word-initial when they began more words, and erroneously reported words were more frequent than the actual words in the input only when boundaries were correct, not when boundaries had been inferred from the vowel quality cue. This pattern is consistent with use of cues in the input to deliver an initial segmentation which then constrains the set of lexical hypotheses for evaluation.

Silence abutting a word would putatively be the strongest of all such cues, and even tiny silences inserted between words produce significant improvement in ALL performance.

TABLE IV. Planned contrast analysis for Experiment 2 (pitch-movement cues). Contrast values are percent mean difference scores, and asterisks indicate significance with Bonferroni adjustment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>F(1,207)</th>
<th>Contrast value</th>
<th>s.e.m.</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language type</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>−3.81</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>−8.09</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic sensitivity</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>−4.42</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>−9.37</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-edge difference</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>−2.07</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-edge difference</td>
<td>7.94*</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language type × left-edge difference</td>
<td>13.46*</td>
<td>−17.05</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>−28.76</td>
<td>−5.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language type × right-edge difference</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>−3.15</td>
<td>20.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic sensitivity × left-edge difference</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>−11.21</td>
<td>15.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic sensitivity × right-edge difference</td>
<td>6.55*</td>
<td>13.73</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>27.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bonferroni 95% confidence interval
(Toro et al., 2008). Although vowel lengthening as a right-edge cue most strongly signals syntactic boundaries (Klatt, 1975), even in doing so it would still function as a cue to the end of a word as well as of the phrase of which the word was a part. However, in fact, there is also consistent lengthening associated with the right edge of words (Beckman and Edwards, 1990). All this makes vowel lengthening a right-edge cue of considerable power, and listeners make appropriate use of it, as the results of Experiment 1 showed. It is even noteworthy that the listeners in all groups in Experiment 1 performed slightly (albeit not significantly) worse than with TP alone when the vowel lengthening cue was associated with the left edge of words. This may also be due to the power of the cue as a signal of right edges, but here placed, under such an interpretation, in conflict with the TP cues.

The appearance of a consistent pattern across languages in one experiment, however, does not mean that cross-language differences in prosodic structure exert no influence on ALL segmentation. The relative strength of the cues in different positions clearly varied across the three listener groups we tested, most clearly in Experiment 2 in which we manipulated pitch movement. In that experiment, French listeners gained no benefit at all from a left-edge cue and English listeners gained no benefit at all from a right-edge cue. This is exactly in accord with the preferred expression of syllabic prominence (left edge of lexical units in English, right edge of lexical units—strictly speaking, of clitic groups—in French).

Note that the pitch-movement cue as we (and others) have manipulated it is something of a caricature of what pitch does in stress variation. However, undeniably it is the case that whatever it does, it does it in characteristically different locations in English and in French, and precisely that predicted difference turned up in our results.

The pitch cue that we used was realized locally on a left- or right-edge syllable. Note that this has not always been the case when pitch cues have been manipulated in ALL studies of segmentation. For example, the pitch cue manipulated by Vroomen et al. (1998) (referred to by those authors as “stress”) was actually a word-level prosodic contour grouping all three syllables of the words they used into a consistent prosodic shape, with prominence on the initial syllable. It seems that this should have been a relatively easy cue to use in an ALL experiment, so that their finding that French listeners did not benefit from such a cue is somewhat surprising. Vroomen et al. (1998) interpreted the finding in terms of language-specific prosodic structure; the characteristic prosodic shape of French words does not correspond to the prosodic shape they used as a cue. However, in a replication of their experiment, Tyler (2006) demonstrated that French listeners indeed showed significant benefit from such a prosodic shape cue, both in learning a more complex artificial language (analogous to the ones used in the present study) and in learning from the very materials used in the Vroomen et al., 1998 study.4

Interestingly, in one ALL study in which a pitch cue was manipulated at the syllabic level, as we did, no benefit accrued for listeners. This was a study with Spanish listeners conducted by Toro-Soto et al. (2007). The Spanish lexicon has a strong preponderance of words with penultimate stress, and Toro-Soto et al. (2007) tested the value of such a stress cue (realized as an increase in syllable pitch on the penultimate syllable of trisyllabic words). Listeners performed no better than chance with this cue (and significantly worse than their performance with TP information only, or with an initial or final stress cue of the same kind). Thus for a cue to be useful for segmenting an artificial language, it seems that it should preferably be aligned with word edges.

Finally, we also observed in Experiment 2 a significant difference, again as we had predicted, in the learning performance of our English and our Dutch participants. The Dutch listeners profited from the pitch-movement cue in both initial position and final position, while the English listeners showed a benefit only in initial position. In final position, the Dutch listeners’ performance was significantly better than that of the English listeners; the latter actually performed somewhat worse in this condition than with TP-only, again consistent with an effect which was powerfully unidirectional and in conflict, under the preferred interpretation, with TP.

The Dutch listeners, however, were able to override such a preference and make use of pitch movement when it uncharacteristically provided a consistent right-edge cue. Thus in this experiment, as in preceding studies (Cooper et al., 2002; Donselaar et al., 2005; Cutler et al., 2007; Cutler, 2009), Dutch listeners displayed greater sensitivity than English listeners to the suprasegmental cues to stress in speech, especially, in this case, the pitch-movement cue; they could learn to use it as a marker of lexical identity irrespective of its position in words, while the English listeners used it only in the position in which it most commonly occurs in English.

We interpret this not as a reflection of cross-language differences in positional marking of stress; this is overwhelmingly initial in both English [for which Cutler and Carter (1987), reported 90% of the lexical vocabulary to be strong-initial] and Dutch (for which Schreuder and Baayen (1994), reported 87.5%). Rather, it provides yet further evidence for the greater sensitivity of Dutch listeners to suprasegmental structure. We note here that a finding by Thiessen and Saffran (2004) in an ALL experiment can also be interpreted in this light. Thiessen and Saffran (2004) observed that infants could base speech segmentation on the exploitation of spectral tilt (the relative distribution of amplitude across the spectrum, a strong cue to stress in that stressed syllables show significantly greater amplitude in the higher spectral regions than unstressed syllables). Adult English-speaking listeners, however, ignored variation in spectral tilt unaccompanied by other stress cues. Spectral tilt in isolation has been shown to be an effective cue to stress for Dutch listeners (Sluiter et al., 1997) but not for English listeners (Campbell and Beckman, 1997; see Cutler, 2005, for further discussion).

This consistent pattern of findings underlines how powerful are the distributional statistics of language-specific phonology in determining listeners’ attention to speech cues, and how efficiently adult listening exploits native-language probabilities. The widespread occurrence of vowel reduction in unstressed syllables in English has encouraged English lis-
teners to skip attention to suprasegmental variation for lexical identification, since vowel quality will virtually always provide all the information that the suprasegmental variation encodes, and vowel quality must be attended to anyway. The frequent occurrence in Dutch of unstressed syllables with full vowels (such as the first syllables of *sigaar* “cigar” or *Oktober* “October”) has made Dutch listeners realize that they can profit from attending to suprasegmental variation, because they can distinguish more rapidly between potential words than would be possible on the basis of segmental information alone.

ALL techniques have enabled us to observe the effect of these different language-specific patterns, and at the same time to appreciate the strength of language-universal effects, because they have allowed a direct comparison of the use of speech cues in exactly the same input across listeners with different native languages. We have seen that listeners are very good at segmentation on the basis of distributional information alone (the TP-only conditions, in which listeners could only identify recurring items on the basis of their sequential probabilities, consistently produced above-chance performance from all listener groups). Beyond that, they can also make use of other cues where these are available. But not all cues are equal. A durational cue is a significant help, but only when it is in the universally preferred right-edge position. A pitch-movement cue is also a significant help, but for most listeners such a cue is only helpful in the characteristic native-language position—right-edge for French listeners and left-edge for English listeners. Only Dutch listeners, whose language encourages careful attention to suprasegmental information, displayed sufficient flexibility to exploit a consistent pitch-movement cue both in its expected position and in an uncharacteristic mapping.

Speech segmentation is one of the most useful language processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills. It develops early in life, and it directly assists language learning: facility with speech segmentation in the first year of life is associated with enhanced vocabulary processing skills.
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1 Note that Bagou et al. (2002) found no difference between cued and uncued test items in a similar task.

2 There was no effect of synthesis voice (French or Dutch), and this factor did not interact with any other variable. All analyses reported here therefore collapse across that counterbalancing factor.

3 As in Experiment 1, there was no effect of synthesis voice (French or Dutch), and this factor did not interact with any other variable, so analyses are again collapsed across that counterbalancing factor.

4 The difference in results was attributed to audio presentation differences (headphones in Tyler 2006, and loudspeakers in Vroomen et al. 1998).


